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Phenomenological Physics: Vision for the years 2014-2019 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Definition of Phenomenological Physics 
Phenomenological Physics (FeF - abbreviation for Fenomenologische Fysica) provides a 
bridge between fundamental microscopic physical phenomena and applied, macroscopic 
physics. Properties of solid materials, as well as the behavior of fluid flow on mesoscopic 
and macroscopic scales, are fundamentally determined by physical interactions on the 
atomic, molecular and microscopic scale. Ultimately, these properties determine the 
functioning of large scale systems, applications, and devices. The bridging of these scales will 
lead to fundamental understanding and engineering innovations. This requires the 
development of new multiphysics models that describe and connect physical phenomena at 
different length scales. Furthermore, it requires novel instrumentation and experimental 
techniques, capable of characterizing properties over a wide range of length and time scales. 
Considering this bridging role, FeF is inherently a multidisciplinary field. 

FeF has defined three scientific focus areas: 

• Physics of Fluids (PoF): gas- and fluid dynamics and turbulence, complex fluids, 
plasma physics, nano- and microfluidics, acoustics. 

• Physics of Materials (PoM): composites, biomaterials, material synthesis,  
thin films and coatings, multiscale modelling. 

• Instrumentation and Metrology (I&M): optical metrology, instrumentation for 
medical technology, (charged) particle and X-ray beam techniques. 

Fundamental research in these areas is important to address current and future technological 
and societal problems, such as the increasing need for sustainable energy and materials and 
the demand for novel instrumentation across many fields and disciplines. 

1.2 Vision for the field of phenomenological physics 
The main drivers that will set the challenges for FeF in the coming five years are the follo-
wing: 

First, the ongoing miniaturization of electronic, mechanical, fluidic, or optical devices, poses 
novel challenges for materials scientists and fluid physicists. In particular, the presence of 
material interfaces between fluids and/or solids becomes a dominant factor for their func-
tioning. In addition, this trend asks for (optical) metrology that enables measurements with 
ever higher spatial and temporal accuracy.  

Second, societal challenges related to energy and healthcare directly define scientific prio-
rities for FeF. The most important ones are: materials for energy storage and conversion, new 
imaging sources and techniques for healthcare, and novel medical diagnostic devices. 

Third, novel applications will result more and more from multidisciplinary research at the 
boundaries between physics, technical sciences, chemistry, and biology. We foresee that the 
importance of multidisciplinary excellence will continue to increase in the coming years in 
the FeF domain. 

Based on these drivers, the FeF priority areas for the 2014 – 2019 time span are determined 
as: physical interactions at fluid and/or solid interfaces, materials science for energy sto-
rage and conversion, imaging sources and techniques for materials science at extreme spa-
tial and temporal scales, and instrumentation for healthcare. 
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2.  Scientific challenges for the field of phenomenological physics 
This section lists the specific scientific challenges for the three focus areas. 
 
2.1  Challenges for PoF 
Micro- and nanofluidics is a rapidly growing topic in fluid dynamics. Important fluid dyna-
mics challenges relevant to micro- and nanofluidics include efficient transport, efficient 
mixing, and a detailed control over the constituents within the fluids. Major challenges arise 
from the increasing surface-to-volume ratio and the resulting importance of solid-liquid 
interactions acting from the scale of a few nanometres all the way to the flow properties on 
much larger scales.  

Another important field encompasses the physics of complex fluids; fluids containing 
macromolecules, solid particles, drops, bubbles, or a combination of such objects. The pro-
perties of complex fluids are fundamentally different from simple Newtonian fluids, due to 
their complex internal structure and interactions at the microscopic level. This complexity 
can lead to dramatically non-linear (and non-Newtonian) constitutive behaviour at the 
macroscopic level. The correct prediction of this macroscopic behaviour based on the pro-
perties of the constituents and their interactions constitutes a key challenge in rheology. 

Turbulence will continue to play a central role in many flow problems on large scales, 
including both technological settings (process technology, ship and airplane construction, 
windmills and -farms, heat transfer) and in an environmental context (oceanic flows, atmos-
pheric flow, climate physics, spreading of e.g. food and toxins through air and water flows). 
At the same time, turbulence is the most important classical challenge in fluid dynamics. 
Improvements are needed in existing direct numerical simulations and in the use of new 
methods leading to generic models, which are able to provide a unified description across 
different scales. The difficulties arise from the non-linear coupling of length and time scales 
of very different magnitudes. The search for previously unforeseen regimes, or states of tur-
bulence is a topic on the rise within FeF.  
 
Acoustics and ultrasound physics and phenomenological physics of plasmas are tradi-
tional topics within PoF. These topics are more and more important for research towards 
novel applications, such as the use of the interaction of ultrasound and light in medical 
devices, or the application of plasma technology for the fabrication and alteration of thin 
films, or the fabrication of bright E/XUV sources. These topics nowadays have a more pro-
nounced multidisciplinary character. 

2.2 Challenges for PoM 
The miniaturization of devices, of electronic, mechanical or optical nature, poses novel 
challenges for materials scientists. Frequently, the properties of microscopic devices cannot 
be readily extrapolated from measurements at the macroscopic scale. The presence of mate-
rials interfaces or defects alter materials properties, and mechanical, electronic and optical 
properties are largely determined by the interface phenomena in composite materials. Mul-
tiscale modelling of material behaviour, which allows materials properties to be predicted at 
the mesoscopic or macroscopic scale, is crucial. 

The development of new energy storage and conversion materials is extremely relevant. 
Composite materials, such as filled polymer materials and conversion materials frequently 
offer completely new electronic and optical properties, which often have complex length-
scale dependences, where the size of the composite domains has strong influence on the 
resulting physical properties at the macroscopic scale. Organic/inorganic hybrid materials 
are emerging as a new class of fascinating materials, which display both interesting 
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mechanical properties (bio-mimetic composites) and unexpected electronic properties. 
Examples of hybrids are ubiquitous in energy storage and energy harvesting devices, such as 
solar cells with a power conversion efficiency of 15 percent or more.  

Biological materials exist at length scales ranging from the molecular level inside cells, to 
cells as discrete entities, to tissues and organs. While subcellular and cellular processes are 
historically studied within the FOM subfield Physics of life processes, the field of phenomeno-
logical physics concentrates on the physical aspects of material behaviour at the super-cellu-
lar level, in relation to the subcellular and cellular phenomena, although there is a growing 
overlap between the two subfields. An improved understanding of these aspects, such as the 
capability for self-assembly and the deformation and failure under various conditions, is 
required for the study of various medical conditions, but also provides opportunities for the 
design of novel biomimetic materials. There is a strong interaction between this physics of 
materials topic and the physics of fluids under the general heading of soft condensed matter 
physics. 

Interfaces in relative motion give rise to friction and wear on macroscopic scales. Intensive 
research in nanotribology has greatly improved the fundamental understanding of indivi-
dual nanoscale contacts. Yet, it remains a great challenge to translate this understanding of 
single-asperity contact into a coherent picture of macroscopic plastic deformation, friction 
and wear processes. An integrative multi-scale approach will be needed to improve the 
understanding and to minimize undesired energy losses and materials damage. 

Pursuing the above themes urges for dedicated approaches on materials synthesis. Many of 
these start from thin film deposition in which the atomic or molecular deposition process 
(e.g. ALD, PVD, CVD, electrochemical) is tailored to obtain the macroscopically desired 
properties. Low temperature plasma-based materials synthesis is an integral part of materi-
als research in order to directly synthesize application-specific materials. Colloidal synthesis 
is also emerging as a technique able to synthesize high quality nanomaterials with tuneable 
properties. 

Plasma-, ion-, photon- and neutron-induced processes are also at the core of the in-situ pro-
bing and analysis of materials properties for these materials synthesis tasks mentioned 
above. Development of materials with the required properties for the application in novel 
instrumentation, like XUV Free Electron Lasers, calls for detailed and fundamental materials 
composition and analysis studies in order to exploit the full potential of such new instru-
mentation.  

2.3 Challenges for I&M 
Optical metrology and instrumentation play a central role in I&M. The key challenge in 
optical metrology is the development of optical standards for length (and time) measure-
ments of ever higher accuracy. Using current frequency comb laser technology, a relative 
accuracy of 10-12 to 10-13 can be achieved in the optical domain, while improvements beyond 
10-15 will probably require new concepts involving e.g. cooled atoms and molecules. New 
development of coherent imaging techniques based on multiple scattering of light allows 
imaging with a resolution below the diffraction limit and seeing through diffusive scattering 
media. 

Instrumentation plays an increasingly important role in health care. Potentially relevant 
areas of physics include imaging optical spectroscopy for diagnosis, tomographic techniques 
(using X-ray, NMR, or positrons), plasma treatment for wound healing, (optical) ultrasound 
generation and detection techniques, instrumentation for minimally invasive techniques (e.g. 
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micro-surgery, drug delivery, proton-therapy or body sample taking), quantitative imaging 
of the perfusion of tissue, and the development of lab-on-a-chip systems for diagnosis. In the 
latter in particular, several themes of phenomenological physics come together: fluid control 
at small scales, and the use of physical principles (e.g. optical, electrical, magnetic detection) 
to conclude about the state or presence of biological species relevant to specific diseases. 
Notwithstanding the partially technological character of such developments, FOM funded 
activities in this area should always contain a substantial amount of fundamental physics. 

(Charged) particle and X-ray beam techniques have always played an essential role in solid 
state physics, chemistry, materials science, and nanotechnology, and are becoming increa-
singly important in the life sciences as well. The main physics challenges are the develop-
ment of sources of ever higher brightness, power, and temporal resolution, and the deve-
lopment of new imaging techniques. The new field of ultrafast electron and X-ray techniques 
aims at imaging with both atomic spatial and atomic temporal resolution, thus adding the 
time dimension to the 'nano-toolbox'. The 'Holy Grail' is single-shot femtosecond imaging of 
individual macromolecules. The challenges for X-ray based techniques are the development 
of a compact and affordable seeded (soft) X-ray free electron laser and coherent, lens less 
imaging techniques. The challenge for electron based techniques is the development of 
coherent, high-peak-current femtosecond beams. 

3. Application perspectives 
FeF is of critical importance for multiple top sectors including 'Agro & Food', 'Chemistry', 
'Energy', 'Life sciences & Health', 'Water', and above all 'High Tech Systems and Materials'. Col-
laboration with industry is an inherent feature of FeF research, and takes place through Top-
consortia on Knowledge and Innovation (TKI), while Industrial Partnership Programmes 
(IPPs), Technology Foundation programmes (STW), or activities co-funded through EU pro-
grammes are actively pursued.  

3.1 Application perspective for PoF 
Important applications enabled by the field of micro- and nanofluidics are foreseen in the 
area of biology and biomedical technology - known as lab-on-a-chip systems - with major 
applications in medical diagnostics, drug discovery and testing, and in vitro human disease 
models. Micro- and nanofluidic systems also act as model systems for transport processes in 
porous media, important in a geophysical context and for the detection and recovery of 
hydrocarbons from gas- and oilfields. Understanding microscale flows, phase transitions and 
adsorption and desorption processes is essential for the application of porous media in cryo-
genic storage media, e.g. for storing liquefied natural gases, or hydrogen. Such processes are 
also relevant to CO2 sequestration. Porous membranes for fuel cells or for the cleaning or 
desalination of water provide an extreme example of the relevance of fluid transport proper-
ties on the nanometre scale. Inkjet printing is the first and most widespread commercially 
successful application of microfluidics. Trends towards higher resolution printing and 
towards printing complex materials (e.g. electronic wires; functional polymer materials; 
biological materials) require reliable handling of highly non-Newtonian complex fluids on 
small length scales and short time scales. Immersion and EUV lithography are other exam-
ples in which meniscus and contact-line stability of thin liquid films under dynamic condi-
tions, stable drop formation and interaction of drops with hard and soft substrates at various 
temperatures are essential. 
 
Turbulence plays a key role in many grand societal challenges and for several industries, 
such as for ground-, air- and sea-transport, energy generation (wind farms) and energy 
delivery systems (transport of hydrogen gases and liquids, but also standard hydrocarbon 
based fuels), processing in chemical industries (combustion technology), climate change 
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impact (water management and defenses against the (rising) sea), atmospheric and marine 
pollution prediction (volcanism, wildfires, smog), safety and security (fighting fires), and 
carbon capture and storage processes, and space exploration (high-altitude planes, rockets).  
 
Complex fluids play a central role in the development of applications or new products for 
the food industry (new textures for novel food products), chemical industry (packing or 
storage of complex fluids or granular matter), oil industry (multiphase flow processes in oil 
extraction and transport), general process technology (multiphase flows, chemical reactors), 
and coating and printing technology (high speed/precision inkjet printing, 3D/4D printing). 
For the field of energy storage and conversion, complex fluids are crucial, especially for the 
manufacturing and operation of novel batteries, super-capacitors and fuel cells.  

The strength of acoustics and ultrasound physics lies in the ability to probe deep within 
matter and materials. Many applications address structural changes, or material failure and 
fatigue, for instance in the automotive and aviation industry, or the construction industry. 
Another important application of acoustics can be found in the sub-surface probing of geo-
logical structures as part of the search for new sources of fossil fuels. Acoustics and ultra-
sound techniques are also widespread in medicine. A recent development is the combined 
use of optics and acoustics to probe inside tissues, which holds promise for the development 
of several non-invasive sensor-technologies for use in the medical field. 

Phenomenological physics of plasma typically involves heat and mass flow, and (volume- 
and surface-) chemistry, with the goals to produce reactive particles or molecules, or ener-
getic particles and radiation. Applications include the deposition and manipulation of thin 
films e.g. for the production of selective membranes or thin film photovoltaics, the deposi-
tion and etching of very small structures e.g. MEMS, plasma reactors for producing Solar 
Fuels, bright XUV/EUV sources for imaging and nanolithography, and low-power plasma 
thrusters for space applications. 

3.2 Application perspective for PoM 
Materials properties form the basis of the performance of engineering devices. As such, 
physics of materials plays a key role in many top sectors, foremost within 'Energy', especially 
for the TKIs 'Solar Energy' and 'Bio-Energy' and HTSM, for instance for the roadmaps 
'Hightech materials' and 'Photonics', but also in 'Agro & Food' and 'Life sciences & Health'.  

Quantitative knowledge and the ability to model materials properties across length scales are 
a key requisite for successful design and development. Miniaturization of devices forces 
research to push the limits of current modelling of materials properties and requires a proper 
consideration of materials interfaces. At the same time, the development of novel materials 
(e.g. composite materials; energy storage- and conversion materials; mechanically durable 
coatings) expands the spectrum of possibilities of novel applications and enables novel func-
tionality. Biomaterials inspire the design and development of novel, so called 'smart materi-
als', which change their properties under different external perturbations. In all cases, novel 
mesoscale materials properties arise, offering new challenges and opportunities for desig-
ners. One of the key goals is to design materials according to the specific needs of a certain 
application, such as materials for electricity and H-storage, liquefied natural gas storage and 
superconductive energy transport. Another challenge is to understand and describe the 
physical (electrical, ionic, optical, mechanical) and transport properties of (biological) mate-
rials in terms of their underlying microstructure; an additional complication is that these 
properties strongly depend on the chemical and physical environment of the material.  
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3.3 Application perspective for I&M 
Applications of high resolution optical standards will range from primarily scientific ques-
tions (space research; detection of gravitational waves) to high resolution (and high speed) 
measurement techniques for high tech industries, such as the semiconductor industry. These 
examples typically require improvement of the reference sources with respect to output 
power and long-term stability (including the propagation medium). It is also expected that 
high resolution optical measurement techniques will play an increasing role in medical 
applications, such as spectroscopy and non-invasive imaging. Such applications will pre-
sumably cover of a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum.  

The applications of coherent multiple scattering imaging techniques offer opportunities for 
imaging applications through scattering media such as biological tissue, presumably starting 
with microscopy and then progressing to in vivo imaging, e.g. by tomography. Under-
standing of these processes may also lead to understanding the link between bulk optical 
properties and cellular aspects present on a microscopic scale or facilitate the detection of 
exosomes that are currently smaller than the diffraction limit. Improved instrumentation in 
health care allows for faster diagnosis and more specific treatment with fewer side effects, 
reducing both the negative effects for the patient and costs for the health care system. The 
development of instrumentation for health care will advance that field towards personalized 
medicine.  

Applications of (charged) particle and X-ray beam techniques lie in all fields where under-
standing/control of processes at (sub) nanometer scales is required. New ion sources are 
required for improving focused-ion-beam machining (towards milling and drilling with 
1 nm resolution), deposition, and implantation ('ion on demand') techniques to keep up with 
the demands of the semiconductor industry. The next step in lithography, EUV lithography, 
requires the development of powerful, high-brightness EUV sources and high-reflectivity 
EUV multilayer mirrors to comply with the demand of high throughput. The 'Holy Grail' of 
ultrafast electron and X-ray techniques is single-shot femtosecond imaging of individual 
macromolecules. Coherent lens less imaging techniques are also interesting for the electron 
microscopy community. Finally, Neutron Depth Profiling has recently been explored as a 
novel measurement technique for obtaining materials properties during the development of 
novel energy storage devices, such as all-solid-state batteries, which could play an important 
role in many healthcare applications, as well as the automotive industry. 

4. Infrastructure for Phenomenological Physics 
The multidisciplinary character of research in phenomenological physics requires advanced 
infrastructure and therefore interaction with existing consortia, institutes and laboratories. 
Appropriate programmes can be defined and experimental set ups can be devised to address 
the challenging (applied) scientific problems. Such an infrastructure should ensure effective 
and efficient implementation of the programmes to lead to understanding and solving the 
challenges described in previous sections. 

4.1 PoF 
Physics of fluids is traditionally strong in the Netherlands, with internationally recognized 
groups in fluid mechanics, turbulence, and microfluidics. The J.M. Burgers Centre is the 
Dutch research school for fluid mechanics, in which about fifty groups participate, offering a 
multidisciplinary environment for advanced research in fluid mechanics. A main infra-
structure for micro- and nanofluidics is present at the MESA+/MIRA institute. Other 
important infrastructure is formed by the UT/TUD turbulence facilities, the Advanced 
Research Centre for Nanolithography, AMOLF, and DIFFER. SARA is a unique academic 
supercomputing facility. 
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Considering the development of microfluidics for biomedical applications (e.g. lab-on-a-
chip), a platform that forms the link between physics of fluids and biological disciplines, 
would be desirable.  

4.2 PoM 
Physics of materials is part of the broader discipline of materials science in the Netherlands, 
which is well represented at Dutch universities. Around 15-20 research groups actively focus 
on meso- and macroscopic material properties and enjoy a high international reputation. Part 
of the research activities is bundled in the Materials Innovation Institute (M2i), which is part 
of the High Tech Systems and Materials platform. An example of thematic concentration of 
thin film research is the Industrial Focus Group XUV Optics at the MESA+ Institute at the 
University of Twente. Also, the institute for molecules and materials (IMM) at the University 
of Twente and the Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials at the University of Groningen 
are important parts of the Dutch materials science infrastructure, as does the Graduate 
School on Engineering Mechanics at the TU/e. Furthermore, in the Advanced Dutch Energy 
Materials Innovation Lab (ADEM), the technical universities of Delft, Eindhoven, and 
Twente, together with ECN and FOM DIFFER, have joined forces to create an open innova-
tion environment for fundamental energy research and sustainable energy technologies. 

Desirable and foreseeable infrastructure developments in the Netherlands are the so-called 
fourth generation of X-ray light sources, namely Free Electron Lasers. Until now, the soft X-
ray science community has been utilizing foreign sources like ESRF and Daresbury, but the 
need for a national facility is persisting. This fact and the potential relevance of such sources 
for industrial, technology pushing companies like ASML, Zeiss, and PANalytical opens up 
new possibilities for strengthening the X-ray science community in the Netherlands.  

4.3 I&M 
On the one hand, Instrumentation and Metrology provides the technology and skills to keep 
infrastructure up to date and competitive for other disciplines, in particular for materials 
science and the life sciences; on the other hand, development of new I&M is critically 
dependent on the availability of the same state-of-the-art infrastructure, which provides the 
essential testing ground for advanced techniques. The main infrastructure for optical metro-
logy, in particular the development of optical frequency standards, is the VU Laser Centre, 
which simultaneously serves as a facility for biomedical and biophysics research using opti-
cal techniques. At UT coherent imaging techniques based on multiple scattering of light are 
being developed, again driven by bio(medical) applications. The Reactor Institute Delft is the 
national facility for neutron and positron based research for materials science and health 
physics and is simultaneously investing in the improvement of methods and techniques. 
New electron microscopy techniques are mainly developed at TUD and TU/e, while 
NeCEN, based in Leiden, provides an open access national facility for cryoTEM for biology. 
Clearly lacking in the Dutch infrastructural landscape are X-ray light sources, for which the 
Dutch X-ray science community is completely dependent on foreign synchrotron facilities. 
The emergence of X-ray Free Electron Lasers in the last few years provides an excellent 
opportunity to change this situation, also stimulated by the recent interest of industry in 
these 4th generation light sources. The Advanced Research Centre for NanoLithography 
could play an important role in such a development. 
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5. FOM (Industrial Partnership) Programmes relevant to FeF 

Nr. 63 Physics of granular matter  LEI, UvA, UT, WUR, TUD 2004-2015 
Nr. 102 Rheophysics: connecting ... LEI, VU, UvA, UU, UT 2008-2013 
Nr. 112 Droplets in turbulent flow TUD, TU/e, UT 2009-2016 
Nr. 142 Towards ultimate turbulence TUD, TU/e, UT 2013-2018 
Nr. 143 Marginal soft matter .. AMOLF, LEI, TU/e, VU 2013-2018 
 

Nr. i15 Size dependent material properties  BUW, M2i 2008-2013 
Nr. i16 Innovative physics for oil and gas  BUW, SHELL 2008-2015 
Nr. i20 Contact line control ... BUW, ASML, Océ 2009-2014 
Nr. i23 Controlling photon and plasma ...  DIFFER, Carl Zeiss, ASML 2009-2015  
Nr. i25 Broken mirrors and drifting constants ... BUW, Wetsus 2011-2016 
Nr. i31 The science of atmospheric plasma ...  DIFFER, Fujifilm 2013-2018 
Nr. i34 Fundamental fluid dynamics challenges ... BUW, ASML 2013-2018  


